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INTRODUCTION

Objectives

Why radar remote sensing for rice?
• All weather capability (small sensitivity of clouds, light rain),
• Day and night operation (independence of sun illumination),
• No effects of atmospheric constituents (multi-temporal
analysis),
• Rice: staple food and growing mainly in tropical regions,
• Food security.

METHODOLOGY

• To establish relationships
between radar backscatter
coefficients and selected
parameters (e.g. height and
biomass) of rice crops over an
entire growth cycle,
• To develop algorithms for
mapping and monitoring rice
cropping systems using timeseries SAR imagery.

Analysis of the radar backscatter

• Test site: An Giang province, Mekong Delta, Vietnam.
• SAR data: Envisat ASAR APP data (2007, 2010, 2011) and
TerraSAR-X SM data (2010, 2011) of HH and VV polarization,
• Ground and survey data: The parameters measured for
sample fields include general parameters, plant parameters,
leaf parameters and panicle parameters.
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The study showed that the radar backscattering behaviour is
much different from that of the traditional rice previously
reported in the literature, due to changes brought by modern
cultural practices. The polarisation ratio (HH, VV) of rice fields
at a single date during a long period of the rice season could
be used to derive the rice/non-rice mapping algorithm.
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Map of rice cropping system in An Giang
province in 2007.

AW 2010 crop (TerraSAR-X SM)

Yield map AW 2010 (using TerraSAR-X SM)

CONCLUSIONS
•The polarization ratio appears to be a good classifier of rice,
• The results using ENVISAT-ASAR APP and TerraSAR-X SM
data acquired at a single date have provided a high accuracy
of planted rice areas, and at least three acquisition dates are
sufficient to mapping cropping systems during the year,
•The study also pointed out that at least three-date data of
TerraSAR-X StripMap can be used to estimate the rice yield.

